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Form: "2021/2022 Program Review" 
Created with : Taskstream  

Participating Area:  Financial Aid 

2021/2022 Program Review 

(REQUIRED) Name of Lead Writer and Manager/Service Area Supervisor 

Gilda Maldonado - Lead Writer - Financial Aid Director 

Dean Victoria K. Miller - Manager 

(REQUIRED) In what ways (if any) did changes to an online/remote modality due 
to COVID-19 impact student success and equity in your area/program?  Please 
provide evidence.  

COVID-19 and a remote/on-line operations greatly affected financial aid recipients in their 

quest for student success and equity. For the last +30 years, the Financial Aid Office has 

relied on an established SDCCD internal FERPA protocol called the Financial Aid password to 

assist the few students that could not be on campus or were taking on-line courses. 

Moving from servicing a few students to all students by remote methods highlited the lack 

of technologies that could assist us pro actively move from in-person to remote 

services demonstrating the level of unpreparedness we found ourselves in. We had 

to quickly adapt and research viable options that could at no additional cost satisfactorily 

assist our office meet established regulatory procedures as Congress and the Department of 

Education were also dealing with how to provide flexibilities to colleges across the nation 

/globe. All these changes required extensive re-search by SDCCD IT staff and their 

programmers attention to address, re-configure, test and move into production the changes 

in PeopleSoft. The staff also needed security access to images documents, secure drives and 

equipment to be able to assist students while keeping updated, learning changes in 

procedures and how to direct students on access to, and submission of required documents. 

The quick implementation of all the flexibilities granted by the U.S. Department of Education 

allowing colleges financial aid offices meet statutory law, while protecting students and 

colleges as fiduciaries of federal funds from identifying and preventing potential fraudulent 

aid delivery proved to be a challenge within itself especially when "new" flexibilities granted 

by the CCCCO and/or the State of California were in direct conflict with Department of 

Education guidelines. 

Once flexibilities were granted on 05/25/2021 (2 months after 03/18/2021)  we had to 

implemtn flexibilities to the rules and regulations for the Federal Work-Study program and 

the Community Service Requirement, The Return of Title IV calculation, the Verification 

Process, the mid-year or after initial disbursement changes to verification flags, especially 

flags 4 and 5, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Distance Education rules, the SDCCD non 

existent method for authenticating e-signatures for us to accept documents especially those 

required to be signed in our presence and /or a public notary, disclosing 

establishing identity and ownership of the information contained within the aid office and 

the PeopleSoft modules by design to be by more than 90% an in person business 

transactions.  Additionally, students moved and/or relocated to thee locations, states and/or 

countries creating a problem to our office as many students found themesleves physically 



present in states in which under "State Authority", if enrolled could not received federal 

and/or state aid and we had an audit trail that financial aid "lost"or "missing" checks were 

mailed to addresses in these states in full violation of federal law.  

  

   

(REQUIRED) What practices has your area/program implemented since the last 
program review cycle that you would like to improve/continue? Identify impacts 
on student success and equity.  

The practices that the Financial Aid Office would like to keep and maintain due to its positive 

impact on overall student success and equity are: staff meeting with students via zoom 

environment, purchase / maintaining purchase of online Department of Education and 

CCCCO approved software for on-line financial aid services, document submission, review 

and communication exchange (Campus Logic), work collaboratively with Student Accounting 

to schedule check-pick updates for student's whom requested direct their aid checks to the 

campus Accounting Office before the 30 days SDCCD expiration date, work with SDCCD - 

Finance to remind students with "uncashed" aid checks that they have 240 days to cash the 

checks or risk losing the eligibility to the funds., schedule weekly appointment times under 

Call to Action to meet with African American aid applicants with incomplete aid files. 

  

(REQUIRED) What practices has your area/program implemented since the last 
program review cycle that you would like to change/discontinue? Identify impacts 
on student success and equity.  

Most practices implemented in our area are due to regulatory mandates. A practice that 

affected our office and would like to see changed is the many additional layers of review 

added under "transparency".  

(REQUIRED) What college-wide practices implemented since the last program 
review cycle have affected your area/program positively or negatively? Identify 
impacts on student success and equity.  

A positive college-wide practice that had positive impact on student success and equity for 

which we are very grateful was upper management's vision to allow individual departmental 

needs and/or special conditions requiring approval and modify "campus closure" restrictions 

to better serve our students, specifically, the concession for Financial Aid and Student 

Accounting to work collaboratively and allow students on campus to pick-up their much 

needed aid checks as well as allowing limited staff access to the office to process mail and 

scholarship checks received as well as incoming faxes allowing us to show no disruption on 

services for students needing additional funding and those not comfotable with the use of 

technology. 

In the negative impact, sadly, while all attempts were made to assist and meet the needs of 

the students, many staff and their families were affected by the pandemic. The staff voiced 

out their feelings of little support or empathy demonstrated for "critical, core" departments 



such as ours while staff from other departments openly spoke being at home not required to 

complete office task or with nothing or little to do. By March 18,2020, the start of remote 

working, staff has had only 2 hour of training on how to use "LogMeIn", we had lost 

three hourly staff, and between January 2020 and June 30,2020 we had lost 5 classified 

staff members to internal job promotions, two retirements and one resignation. On 

Decemeber 2020, the office saw yet another resignation due to working conditions and 

possible vaccination mandates in conflict with religous beliefs. The year ended with arduous 

conditions and low staff morale whom was doing more work with less 

resources in unfamilitiar environments. To give you a visual picture, the staff had to reply to 

emails submitted to their SDCCD official email addresses as well as emails set to 

mesaaid@sdccd.edu and many times the emails were from the same students. Staff had  to 

check, log and document student document submission from three platforms: JIRA, a 

friendly platform used by students for documents not requiring signature authentication. 

This was great as the documents were cataloged by student's name, and SRV#. They also 

had to search for documents submitted via DocuSign, students could submit verification, 

and all other signature authentication required documents using this platform, the challenge 

was that it only displayed the document name and most of the times the student had 

selected the first document on the list and the wrong school further delaying timely 

processing and last but not least students submitted sensitive PII documents via 

email and a large number of times, students would submit the documents or 

communications thou the three platforms or methods preventing the office to maximize the 

limited resources available. More than half of the staff worked unreported extra hours just 

so they could keep pace with the ever increasing demands on timely assistance to students 

and reducing the stress created by student complaints of "staff insensitivity to their needs in 

a time of a national pandemic full of food and housing insecurities". The combination 

resulted in staff increased feelings and sense of hopelessness and abandonment by 

management at the college and district level. In a living learning organization, equity and 

equality should be recognized as cultural conditions to be achieved for the benefit of all its 

stakeholders, global, national events are not a one side experience. Real and/or 

perceived for those with strong feelings on the disperaty on treatment and the value given, 

they left the district or has resulted in a greater resistance to change and determination on 

their perception of the difference between the SDCCD written values and the experienced 

cultural values. 

mailto:mesaaid@sdccd.edu
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